
BEYOND STEWARDS OF CHILDREN® 
WORKBOOK



Guide participants through
workbook activities.

WHAT ACTIVITIES CAN YOU EXPECT 
DURING THE 2 HOUR WORKSHOP?

CONCEPTS

Introduce concepts to
participants.

Show a video describing the topic
in more detail.   

Encourage reflection and
discussion with journal prompts.

VIDEOS

ACTIV
ITIE

S

REFLECTION



 Do you recall a time in the past, when you needed to use any of the 5 Steps to
Protecting Children™ to address a possible child sexual abuse issue? 

1.

2. Why is taking personal risks so important?  How can you support others to
prevent child sexual abuse? 

Learn the Facts   Minimize Opportunity   Talk about it   Recognize the Signs   React Responsibly

Empowerment Skills Affirmation Contract
After reading the statement out loud, select the accompanying check. 

I commit to making choices that ensure that children are
always protected. 

I commit to taking the risks needed to prevent child sexual abuse

I commit to supporting others in prevention measures. 
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3. Can you identify a situation where the grooming process or red flags could
be hidden in plain sight?

Match the red flag and potential example

a. “Mr. Francis got me a new pair of shoes!”

b. Youth camp counselor has their arm around the child’s shoulders

c. Ms. Gideon does karaoke with the parents once a month

d. “Don’t tell anyone about our ice cream trip. It will be our little secret.”

1. Overly physical to the child

2. Trust of caregivers

3. Bribes/Gifts

4. Use of secrecy, blame, and threats

 A younger student (5 years old) runs up to Ms.
Washington and sits in her lap during storytime. 

1.

What boundaries should be established?
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2. You hear a student telling an inappropriate joke to 
another student.

3. A soccer coach hosts parties at their home to
celebrate team victories. 

What boundaries should be established?

What boundaries should be established?
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Read through this slip and identify four potential problems. 
Circle any phrase that could indicate a problem.

Every summer, our high school leadership puts on an overnight choir
retreat to welcome our incoming choir members. Choir members are

allowed to opt out of activities and choose to explore the camp on their
own. While we only have one adult present (our director), rest assured we

have plenty of mature teens to help with activities.

If you would like more information about our camp fill out the
information below!

Student's Name:____________________________________________
Student's Social Media account:____________________________
Guardian's Name:__________________________________________
Guardian's Email:___________________________________________

Match the red flag to the preventative policy

1. Isolating the child from others 

2. Bribes/gifts  

3. Private communication 

4. Overly physical to child

A. Open/door/window/line of sight policy 

B. Consent for hugs 

Overnight Choir Retreat Permission Slip
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C. Prohibiting contact with children outside of 
program activities  

D. Avoiding gift giving 
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 Sexual behavior and language that are not age appropriate  
 Use of alcohol or drugs at an early age  
 Rebellious behaviors such as cruelty to animals, bullying others, fire setting  
 Signs of “too perfect” behavior  
 Failing grades  
 Being bullied  
 Running away  
 Self-harm of any kind  

Behavioral signs may include:   

 Withdrawal  
 Fear  
 Depression  
 Unexplained anger  
 Nightmares  
 Overall emotional changes of a
child  

Emotional signs may include:  

 

Bruising, bleeding, redness and bumps, or
scabs around the mouth, genitals or anus  
 Urinary tract infections  
 Sexually transmitted diseases  
 Abnormal vaginal or penile discharge  
 Anxiety  
 Chronic stomach pain  
 Frequent headaches

Physical signs may include:  

 

Potential Signs of Child Sexual Abuse

Sort the potential signs (below) into the categories

BehavioralPhysical Emotional
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1. You are visiting the local art museum on  a field trip. Renita, a new
youth group leader, is helping to chaperone. Renita says to a
student “Friend me on Insta! That way I can share the photos from
today” Do you say anything to Renita? 

How would you use bystander intervention in this situation? 

Bystander Intervention: 

Describe the _______________________, 
Set a              ________________________, 
Move             _______.
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2. Mrs. Gail Thompson has helped to chaperone during recess for the
last 10 years. She is a well known member of the community. Gail yells
to a student, "Davon, come over here and rub my shoulders."

How would you use bystander intervention in this situation?

Describe the Behavior

Set a limit

Move on 

How would you use bystander intervention in this situation?

Describe the Behavior

Set a limit

Move on 
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3. Robert is a history teacher. You are friends with him on social
media and notice an interaction between him and a student. On
social media, you notice that Robert has commented with an
inappropriate emoji on a student's photo.
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4. What would you say to someone who is apprehensive to use bystander
intervention? 

How would you use bystander intervention in this situation?

Describe the Behavior

Set a limit

Move on 
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5. What can you do personally to create a prevention-oriented community?    

Check off any individual factors that you need to work on before being able to take action
in preventing child sexual abuse.  

Confidence

Social Support

Risk Perception

Belief in the system



The wrap-up quiz will be an opportunity to recall information. This wrap-up quiz has ten
questions based on the information presented in this course. 

WRAP-UP QUIZ

True of False
1. Preventing child sexual abuse requires making choices, taking risks, and supporting
each other.

True or False
2. A child whose behavior is described as "too perfect" could be exhibiting signs of child
sexual abuse

Select all that apply
3. Which are examples of boundary violations? 

True or False
4. If you observe children behaving in inappropriate ways with other children
(inappropriate jokes, adult language) you should establish a boundary and contact their
guardians. 
 
5. When adults comply with the open-door policy, which red flag of child sexual abuse
is most clearly being prevented? 

Fill in the blank
6. Describe the ________________, 
Set a limit, 
and move on

Using adult language with children
Asking if the child wants a hug
Being overly physical
Buying the child expensive gifts

Isolating the child
Overly physical to the child
Bribes
Special attention

A

B

C

D
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7. If a teacher sees a red flag that needs to be reported who should make the call to
report suspected abuse? 
 

8. Individual actions can create community change. Which of the following is a
recommended way to discuss child sexual abuse with adults and children? 

Select all that apply
9. A new instructor confides in you that they witnessed red flag behavior that needs to
be reported. How do you apply the empowerment skills in this situation?

Select all that apply
10. Which are potential signs of abuse? 

WRAP-UP QUIZ

The teacher
The principal
The school social worker
The child

Talking to other adults about how to be a safe adult for children
Sharing information with parents, like the behavior guide
Communicating boundaries with adults and children
all of the above

Applaud her bravery in making a choice to say something and
taking that risk to report
Tell her she is overacting
Support her by providing her with the phone number
Start to investigate the situation to validate her story 

Self-harm of any kind
Anxiety
Frequent headaches
Overall emotional changes of a child

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

1.True 2. True 3. Using adult language with children, Being overly physical, Buying the
child expensive gifts 4. True 5. Isolating the child 6. Behavior 7. The Teacher 8. D. All
of the above9. Applaud her bravery in making a choice to say something and taking
that risk to report, Support her by providing her with the phone number 10. Select all
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